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Big wins for
Aussie microcaps
Two of UBS' favourite microcap stocks
have had big contract wins in recent weeks.
Joel Fleming01 explains why smaller
companies offer more opportunity to find
business with structural growth, which may
make them big business in the future,
he period of synchronized global growth
prior to the GFC now seems all but a distant memory. Many companies are operating in
low growth environments and facing the threat
of disruption to their existing business models. At UBS Asset Management we have been
reflecting on the lack of top line growth available to most businesses globally. We have found
much of the earnings growth post-GFC, have
been derived from efficiency and cost strategies.
This is not a sustainable strategy for driving
earnings growth going forward. This discovery
strengthens our view that small companies will
continue to offer investors greater opportunity
to identify businesses with structural growth,
often driven by factors independent to that of
the current economic environment.
With the domestic economy continuing to
look challenged, the UBS Microcap Fund
seeks to find emerging businesses capable of
growing outside of broader macroeconomic
conditions and exploit new markets or obtain market share. With a large investable

T

universe, we remain confident that significant opportunities exist to find undervalued
small companies that can become substantially larger businesses over time. Within our
microcap portfolio many businesses are on
a steady growth projectory, often a result of
both a capable management team and a viable
business plan that is effectively executed. A
lack of understanding and overly discounting market oportunity often results in investors overlooking small companies with huge
growth potential. Companies demonstrating
strong growth (often from a low base) are of
particular interest given growth is a difficult
trait to find in the current economic climate.
Two of our largest microcap positions (and
holdings since inception) have announced major contract wins in recent weeks, achieving
significant milestones in our view and increasing our confidence in the long term potential.
These wins are an example of small companies
going big and here's why.
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Emerchants

Why they outperformed

Emerchants (EML) was awarded a contract
with UK's Bet365 to provide the Emerchants
payment card to their customers. EML has
won a number of providers in the Australian
market (Ladbrokes, Sportsbet, Bet365, William Hill) and following a UK acquisition has
successfully transferred the product to this
new geography. Emerchants offers a prepaid
debit card solution providing more transparency, flexibility and control of funds. It is also
a beneficiary of the increased use of electronic
transactions versus cash. The UK market is
significantly larger than the Australian opportunity and EML's product is relevant for a
range of industries and countries, particularly
within Europe. Furthermore, the product is
easily scalable (no significant cost is required
to grow the business) and EML continues to
reinvest in themselves, key to long term competitive advantage. This landmark contract
is a significant milestone for EML and will
propel the company towards a sustainable
long term business.

When looking at these two businesses, we are
attracted to a number of features which rank
highly against our fund's eight commandments. High quality management with significant ownership of the business, structural
tailwinds in terms of the industries in which
they operate, financially sustainable and businesses we can understand. In both cases, they
offer solutions that are better than the incumbent or are creating a new market opportunity
such as for online betting companies. These
companies have delivered Microcap fund unit
holders significant returns since our funds
inception. These recent wins are big steps in
proving their business cases and provoke the
market to consider the size of the opportunity
available where previously they were questioning "if" there was even any opportunity. We
continue to search for companies that have all
the necessary features to successfully execute
their business plans supported by compelling
market opportunity, FS

Pro Medicus
Pro Medicus (PME) provides enterprise
viewing software for medical imaging customers (hospitals, teleradiology, radiology practices), providing them a fast, functional and scalable solution - three very important features
in a clinical setting. The industry is enjoying
a strong tailwind from increased digitisation,
ageing populations and improved technology.
The company announced a contract with Mercy Health in the US which comprised of a minimum 821m value over seven years. The long
term nature of this contract is favourable and
minimum revenue levels are expected to be
outperformed as PME continues to grow and
win new customers without further large increases to the cost base. Like Emerchants, Pro
Medicus continues to re-invest in their product to build customer stickiness and competitive advantage. This win is another example of
effective business plan execution. PME has an
increasingly impressive client list and despite
competing against very large multinationals,
Pro Medicus continues to gain traction. The
US market offers a significant opportunity
for the group and given the business critical
nature of their product, we think it's a big endorsement of a small Australian company.

The quote
Small companies
will continue to offer
investors greater
opportunity to identify
businesses with
structural growth.
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